Subjective histologic criteria for the differential grading of tumors of the epithelium of the human urinary bladder have been given quantitative explication in the interactive digital image proces' sing and decision making computer programming system, PEEP/DECIDE/GRAF". These criteria concern size, shape, stain content, orientation and texture of digital images of nuclei in histologic sections and have been shown to be consistent with cytology and survival. Two tissue sections differing in visual appearance were stained with hematoxylin to render nuclear detail with high contrast, and were scanned at 570 run, 630X, and 0 . 5~ resolution with a vibrating mirrow digital scanning microphotometer, leading to 1024 x 1024 pixel images. The two tissues were characterized by nuclear absorbance, nuclear area, nuclear density, density variance, density entropy, chromatin texture and distribution of angular nuclear orientation.
Introduction
A massive effort has been expended on the application of computer-based biomedical pattern recognition to microscopic images of human cells andchromosomes -to cytology and cytogenetics C1,5,6J.
However, virtually no applications to histology, the study of tissues, have been made, despite the fact that histolo y is often "ground truth" in pathology C3, 8,10j . This is due in part to the difficulty of the subject matter. This is also due to the large computer storage demands needed in order to accommodate the necessarily large digital images of tissue sections. views some initial progress and some new results in computer processing of digitized microscope images of tumors of the human urinary bladder.
The trained microscopist mentally catalogues the size, shape, color, geometric organization and texture of tissue constituents with the purpose of recognizing pathologies. Tissues are classi - Grade 0 : The epithelium covering the tumor papillae is of normal thickness and there is no cellular polymorphism.
Grade 1: Slightly or moderately thickened papillary transitional epithelium, without appreciable irregularities in cellular arrangement and with little variation in nuclear size. Single hyperchromatic nuclei and a few mitotic figures can be present. The proportion of tumors of one kind or another is thus determined by the point at which an arbitrary subjective line is drawn in what is basically a continuous spectrum from normal epithelium to papilloma, to papillary carcinoma, to transitional carcinoma, to epidermoid carcinoma. The number of reported papillomas versus papillary carcinomas, for example, depends on the rigidity of the criteria employed and the line of demarcation is far from definite and objective.
The benefits of computer involvement in quantitative characterization of urinary bladder epithelium based on high fidelity digital images of carefully prepared specimens are four-fold. 1 ) Achievement of greater resolution, reliability, verifiability and objectivity through quantitation rather than through visual-verbal subjective morphologic evaluation.
2) Minimum error computation in feature extraction (e.g., camputatton of nuclear extinction or stain content, shape and texture descriptors, measures of nuclear eccentricity, symmetry, inhomogeneity). The scenario for image analysis by computer algorithms is graphically shown in Figure 2 The specimens were scanned at the Image Processing Laboratory of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena, California, using the ALM-2 vibrating mirror scanning cytophotometer. scanned were displayed on a TV monitor so that they could be matched to the selected areas on the photomicrographs. Inter-sample distance and spot size were both 0.5 micron. Scanning was performed at 570 nm. to enhance nuclear contrast and at 630X magnification to capture nuclear detail. images contained approximately 50 to 100 cells each and measured 1024 pixels by 1024 pixels (Figure 3 ) .
Analysis of the images was made using the PEEPI DECIDEIGRAPH programming system, a large interactive, conversational system for image processing and decision making which is resident on the National Institutes of Health, Division of Computer Research and Technology DEC PDP-10 computer [ 2 , 4 ] . Scene analysis (parsing the image into medically semantically useful units) was performed using three methodologies. The first involves thresholding the image, i.e., demarcating regions whose pixel grey values exceed a certain level. The threshold value can be sought interactively using the DEC 340 graphics terminal attached to the PDP-10 to display an image and allow threshold selection by choosing boundary pixels with a cursor. of choice, however, is to interrogate the grey level histogram corresponding to the image for a major local minimum. Because of the method of specimen staining, the image consists of dark cell nuclei against a fairly uniform lighter background.
Any necessary image restorThis phase
It is prelude to making screening and Areas to be
Final
The method This leads to bimodal grey value histograms, with the major peak corresponding to background (cell cytoplasm), the minor peak corresponding to cell nuclei and the major trough corresponding to the sparse set of intermediate-valued boundary pixels. The global histogram for the entire field of view can be interrogated or local histograms for each nucleus and its surround can be. The thresholded images in Figure 4 were obtained from global and local thresholding performed completely automatically by algorithm. Thresholding sometimes fails, when interior points of the nucleus fall below background (cytoplasm) in intensity values.
The second methodology involves computing the gradient of grey-values at every pixel and tracing the locus of maximal gradients to define boundaries. gradient operator This is readily done using a nonlinear The gradient direction is given by directij = arc tan N~~ / A x *Nij).
The result of the gradient operator on a part of a tissue specimen is shown in Figure 5 , and the result of gradient tracking in Figure 6 . Note that tracking, too , sometimes "makes a mistake", when there are large sub-nuclear grey-level differences. Such "mistakes" can be avoided to some degree by constraining the size of the angle made in the step from one pixel on the boundary to the next, normal to the gradient. The interior of the demarcated nucleus is then found by tracking horizontal segments of the image for boundary points while keeping track of all interior-exterior transitions.
The third methodology involves iterative thresholding of the image and the optimization of an objective function which is a linear function of a shape factor of the extracted object and its change in area between successive thresholds. First, the portion of the grey-value histogram of the image to the left of the major peak is reflected in that peak; the grey value corresponding to the reflection of the left-most portion of the histogram is selected at the starting threshold. Successive trial thresholds are taken at five unit intervals of the grey scale up to a certain upper bound. factor
At each treshold, we calculate the shape whereL is the total boundary length of the extracted object and A is its area. If AI is the area of the object extracted at a fixed threshold and A a is the area of the object extracted at the next highest threshold, the relative changed area A A at the higher threshold is defined as
A linear function of the shape factor and the relative changed area, g = W l x F -W 2 X a A 5 s used as an objective function which is optimized. The threshold corresponding to the largest value of g over the range of test thresholds is taken to be the final choice for object extraction. In our study, W1 was chosen to be 1 and W2 to be 10 on the basis of interactive experimentation with the function g. Figure 7 consists of a 32 greylevel facsimile of a 256 grey-level nuclear image, made by selecting graded combinations of characters on the high speed printer and overprineing. Figure 8 is the corresponding histogram of grey values showing two major peaks, one corresponding to the cytoplasmic background and the other to the nucleus proper. Figure 9 shows the behavior of the function g as the threshold is varied. Figure The "best" sub-space for discrimination is selected iteratively using as a criterion the total to within-class generalized variance ratio which is a function of error rate and of Mahalanobis distance in the pairwise gaussian homoscedastic case. The sub-space is developed stepwise by beginning with the single most powerful feature and iterating a two-phase rule for introducing or eliminating features from the set defining the sub -space one at a time. The first or agglomerative phase tries to improve discrimination: the feature which leads to the greatest increase in total to within-class generalized variance in the presence of the already selected features is added, provided that this fractional increase exceeds a stipulated level of statistical significance; otherwise, nothing is added. The second or subtractive phase tries to control redundancy: the feature which contributes least to the generalized total to within-class variance ratio in the presence of the already selected features is deleted, provided thatthe fract-ional decrease does not exceed a stipulated level of statistical significance; otherwise, nothing is deleted. The algorithm terminates when either the list of available features has been exhausted or tolerance levels preclude further changes. computations at each step automatically compensate for discriminatory power already achieved by the previously selected features by the method of covariance adjustment.
Linear and quadratic discriminants based on the current ensemble of numeric features were computed for two tissue sections, arbitrarily named "Y" and "Z", using the stepwise procedure outlined above, and the confusion matrix giving the corresponding correct and incorrect classification results for constituent nuclei was also derived. The confusion matrix plays no formal role in the feature selection algorithm. measure of its efficacy.
The
It provides an independent For nuclear images extracted by the method of thresholding based on the minimum of the greyvalue histogram, best discrimination as evidenced by the confusion matrix was achieved in a minimal space of dimension three. The three discriminating features were: nuclear absorbance, nuclear density and density variance. An average rate of 89% correct classification was achieved in the assignment of nuclei to parent tissues. For nuclear images extracted by the method of thresholding based on maximization of the linear function g of the shape factor and area change, best discrimination as evidenced by the confusion matrix was achieved in a minimal space of dimension eight. nuclear area, nuclear density, nuclear absorbance, standard deviation of nuclear density, entropy of nuclear density, average nuclear coarseness, difference of nuclear coarseness at two different window sizes, and comparative coarseness. A rate of 100% (perfect) correct classification was achieved ( Figure 11 ).
As an alternative to this supervised learning based on discriminant functions, unsupervised classification experiments were performed on tissue images "Y" and "Z" 193 . The method employed a non-parametric, hierarchical cluster synthesis in Euclidean space based on similarity rather than probability as a'basis for class membership. The major components of the algorithm are: (1) a (dis) similarity function, (2) a grouping or merger strategy, based on optimizing a dynamic objective function of similarities, (3) an up-dating formula for inter-cluster similarity, and ( 4 ) a halting criterion, based on evaluating a dynamic objective measure of the cluster configuration. The computations develop a hierarchy of nested clusters. The principal output is a tree, scaled by the objective measure (here, the intra-to total generalized variance ratio), showing the nest of cluster mergers.
For tissues "Y" and "Z", the features used in the first experiment were nuclear absorbance and density variance, computer for thresholded images based on analysis of grey-value histograms. The The eight discriminating features were: features used in the second experiment were nuclear area, nuclear density, nuclear absorbance,standard deviation of nuclear density, entropy of nuclear density, average nuclear coarseness, difference of nuclear coarseness at two different window sizes, and comparative coarseness, computed for thresholded images based on maximization of the linear function g of the shape factor and area change. Initially, in a Euclidean feature space, the distance between nucleus-representing points was computed and taken to be a dissimilarity measure. The numeric features were made comparable by the device of scaling each one by its standard deviation over all nuclei. egy was to coalesce "nearest" neighbors, where a definition of inter-cluster distance is selected from several available and emphasizes the formation of compact clusters. At each iteration, the inter-cluster "distances" are updated and the merger strategy is reentered anew. The results for nuclei in tissues "Y" and "2" in the first clustering experiment indicated a correct classification rate of 77%. The cluster tree for the second clustering experiment ( Figure 12 ) shows a correct classification rate of 85%, again indicating that nuclei from one tissue have a greater resemblance to each other than to nuclei from the other tissue. 3 is merely the center of gravity of the boundaFy and without loss of generality is set equal to WiO.
is the j-th step length
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with the cooidinate axes. techniques from differential calculus, trigonemetry, analytic geometry, and analytic function theory. Figure 13 shows a printer grey-level rendition of the lower left quadrant of tissue section "Y" and Figure 14 shows the corresponding configuration of best fitting ellipses and their major axes. clinication of the major axes for tissues "Y" and "Z" are plotted relative to an arbitrary vertical angle taken to be the respective distribution modes in Figure 15 . elium and low grade tumors tend toward a more parallel alignment of nuclei than do specimens of high grade tumors. The higher the grade of tumor, the greater is the disruption of normal tissue architecture and polarity and the more toward random is the distribution of angles. F i g u r e 4 . The r e s u l t s of t h r e s h o l d i n g t h e n u c l e u s F i g u r e 5b. A p r i n t o u t showing t h e r e s u l t s of i n t h e upper l e f t hand c o r n e r are given i n t h e applying t h e g r a d i e n t o p e r a t o r t o t h e nucleus lower l e f t f o r l o c a l t h r e s h o l d i n g and f o r g l o b a l t h r e s h o l d i n g i n t h e lower r i g h t . The upper r i g h t t o g r a d i e n t magnitude.
of F i g u r e 5a. The grey v a l u e s a r e p r o p o r t i o n a l p i c t u r e shows t h e r e s u l t of i n t e r a c t i v e curve f o l -I owing.
F i g u r e 5a. A p r i n t o u t of a b l a d d e r tumor nucleus i s shown w i t h 32 l e v e l s of grey u s i n g h i g h speed p r i n t e r c h a r a c t e r combinations and o v e r p r i n t i n g .
F i g u r e 6.
w i t h t h e g r a d i e n t magnitude f o r a tumor nucleus.
The lower f i g u r e gives a white track which shows t h e r e s u l t s of t h e g r a d i e n t t r a c k i n g program a p p l i e d t o the n u c l e u s of t h e n u c l e u s . Note t h e "mistakes" made by t h e program. Cluster tree for discrimination of Figure 14 . Corresponding to Figure 9 , the connuclei in tissues "Y" and "Z".
figuration of best fitting ellipses and the major place in Euclidean space of dimension two. An axes are shown. Thew were obtained with the average correct classification of 85% is technique of Fourier expansion of the locus of attained.
the boundary and retaining the terms of order Clustering took Figure 15 . Distributions of angles of inclination of the major axes for tissues "Y" and "Z" relative to an arbitrary common angle. in the peak heights. The number of nucei is comparable in both scans.
Note the differences

